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» Books and Audio
Complete Courses
- Teach Yourself Modern Persian, by Narguess Farzad (Book & Audio)
- Persian Made Nice and Easy!, by Staff of Rea (Book)
- Routledge Colloquial Persian, by Abdi Rafiee (Book & Audio)

Workbooks
- Modern Persian: A Course Book, by Simin Abrahams
- Your First 100 Words in Persian, by Wightwick
- Persian Grammar: For Reference and Revision, by John Mace
- Dictionary of Common Persian & English Verbs: Synonyms & Examples, by Hooshang Amuzegar

Audiobooks
- How to Speak, Read & Write Persian: Complete Course, 3 Cassettes, by Hooshang Amuzegar
*Recommended Dictionary: Steingass

» Learning Online
Sites
- Persian is Sugar! Lessons in Farsi
- Easy Persian
- Learn Farsi
- Teachionary: Farsi Word Sets
- LanguageResource Farsi Vocabulary

Games
- Hangman in Farsi
- Transparent Language Farsi Word Seek

Podcasts
- Rooze haftom on ODEO
- BBCPersian.com Programme Podcasts
*Recommended Reading: Tehran Emrouz

» Online Tools
Dictionaries
- FarsiDic.com Farsi–English Dictionary
- Persian Online Dictionary
- AriaDic English/Farsi Dictionary

Further Reference
- Omniglot Writing in Persian
- The Persian Alphabet
- Farsi Pronunciation Guide
- Transparent Language Persian Quizzes
- Persian Language Quizzes
*Recommended Internet Radio: Radio Zamaneh